
                                                                                                                                 

 

Intellicus’ innovative BI & reporting platforms showcased at Gartner BIAIM Summit 2015 

India, 17th August 2016: Intellicus Technologies, a global BI & enterprise reporting company, 

participated as a sponsor and exhibitor at the Gartner BIAIM Summit held in Mumbai during June 9-

10, 2015. Intellicus showcased its comprehensive Business Intelligence and Reporting suite at the 

summit. 

Intellicus’ next generation BI platform allows business users to design reports with ease, and also to 

perform powerful multidimensional analytics. Intellicus is simplifying BI and let users make data-

driven powerful business decisions. 

At the Summit, Intellicus demonstrated its latest web and mobile platforms that execute the 

following: 

Self Service Analysis and OLAP on Mobile 

ETL 

Big Data support 

Real-time visualizations 

“The Gartner BI Summit is an exclusive forum for C-level and Tech executives involved in BI and 

analytics technologies,” said Rajesh Murthy, Vice President of Engineering. “Being a recognized 

Industry leader in BI & reporting, Intellicus shared its expertise with enterprises across industry 

verticals to help them fast-track their BI & Enterprise reporting initiatives. 

Gartner BIAIM Summit: A leading conference of global solution providers. Gartner conferences are 

for BI professionals and IT executives, and brings them together to gain a comprehensive 

understanding of what technologies are available and which ones are right for them. 

Intellicus: A global leader in BI and Enterprise reporting. We address the challenges that enterprises 

deal with today in BI & Analytics. More than 60% of Fortune 500 companies depend upon Intellicus 

for their Business Insights. 



About Intellicus: Intellicus is one of the world’s leading Business Intelligence and Analytics 

platforms. More than 60% of Fortune 500 companies are using Intellicus to build powerful reports 

and dashboards with ease. Our interactive web and mobile platforms give users the power to access, 

view, and interact with corporate data anywhere. With over 50,000 installations worldwide, we are 

assisting organizations across verticals to make better informed decisions. 

 


